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Address XBK-Kabel Xaver Bechtold GmbH 
Unterdorf 101 
78628 Rottweil

Country Germany

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
We are a middle sized company and we´ve been producing cable products with highest quality standard since 1926. Our modern wire factory enables
the production of the most extensive conductive wires, braids and strandings. Our own production of PVC guarantees our constant quality of plastics
as it is required for our technical facilities. Besides, efficient machinery for the economical production of our cables, extensive controls and
examinations ensure a standard of high quality. Our array of products contains solar cables, control cables, installation wires- and cables, vehicle
cables, hose assemblies, single conductors, special cables, telephone cables and a lot more. We offer the most different insulations, ranging from PVC
to halogen free materials. Particularly in halogen free purview, but also in the international approbated purview we amplify our delivery and
manufacture program for the whole European market and increasingly for the North American and worldwide market.
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